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Leadership Symposium To Focus on
Social Responsibility and Ethics

-

raised during the

-

semester-lon- g

.

program.

.

Ray L. Hunt
Boitoi),
(President, ' Bant ' Oil). Senator

, .The program selected Nancy Kassebaum
In American leadership sixteen students of ranging Major General Burton D. Patrick
--

(R-Kans-

today,.the question of whemer there backgrounds, majors and positions '
is a conflict between leadership and of leadership on the . campus.
social responsibility has taken front Classroom .' instruction integrated
.stajeUoar'ieaderslB "born fhe huxsioiis aiuf guest lecturers on
priirate and public sectors confront the subject of social responsibility.
and analyze issues of social During Spring Break the sixteen
responsibility has made the students were matched with
.

(Commaadlag

as),

Geaeral

;

ltlst

of

Airborne DlvUloa aad
Fort jCambU),Ednnmd T. Pratt,
Jr (Chalnnaa aad CEO, Pfizer,
lac). Lore! Miller Roppe

(Director,

Representative

Peace Corps).

Sawyer

Tom

difference between social conscience nationally recognized leaders where
John Sculley
and social apathy.
they observed firsthand how leaders (President aad CEQ,' Apple
The College of Wooster's interact and react to situations in Compater, lac). Ronald W.
1987 Natloaal Symposium, their workplace.
Skeddle (President aad CEO,
(D-Ohl-

I

o),

.

entitled "Leadership and Social
Retpoaslbliity". win bring some
of die finest critics of social issues
on April 30 through May 1. The
'symposium, underwritten by a grant
from
The . Henry
Lace
Fonadatloa, integrates classroom
seminars, field experience with
nationally recognized leaders, and a
symposium which culminates the
various scholarship and questions
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Atwell

.

EdncatloaX

Collins.

(D-Ill- ,).

(Director

Community

Compaay).

Libby-Oweas-Fo- rd

Reverend Margaret Orr Thomas (The

(Pres Ideal, Middle East llasoa la the

Coaacll
AmericasRepresentative

ea program

ageacy

of the
Charch, USA),
Tony Fay Catherine Tisinger (President,
of Corporate North Adams State College),
Relations, Time, and Zsne G. Todd (Chan-maand
Cardiss

.

Presbyterian

n

IacX Jean Firstenberg (Director, CEO, Indianapolis Power aad
The American Film Iastltate). Light Compaay).
Mayor Ray Flym
(The City of
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impetus for further insect studies.
She thought that drawing insects m
detail "could hold my interest for a
wholeyear." She used a weak magnifying glass to examine her subjects
closely. Although her drawings am
highly realistic, she pointed out that
mey escape the dassifirarinn of bio
logical Qhatrations because of their

entitled;
1.
"Insectagrxphia" with a reception on:
Thesis Exhibit

.

.1

Monday evening. Her show is a col-- 1
drawings
lection of pen and
mat contain elements of thoughtful-- ;
and humor.
Her choice of insects as the sub
ject was vnmomentous, and those
that she chose to represent are the
common, ordinary type that are usually overlooked when one looks for a
source fix a creative endeavor. Sanson had experimented with drawing
birds' wings before she completed a
simple black and white drawing of a
bee in October which provided the

i."

:

The student exhibit atMacKenzie
Gallery mis week (April
is as
Eght and carefree as the subject of die
drawings. Jciiici Stinson opfiMxl her
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Stinson's
plans
include graduate school, where she
will pursue a Master's Degree in '
Drawing so that she can specialize
further. After mat she would like to
do biological i3ustratjons. She also
has the illustrations of cluldrewn's
books in mind as a possible career
option. She's hoping to write and 0"
bstrate her first children's book this
post-graduati- on

Stinson reveals a sense of humor
.in a drawing called "Jumprope" when
three cockroaches leap playfully
through a loose coil of string. In cr
drawing entitled Ttrmintscrnra"
Stinson creates a softly wistful mood.
An impaled mom is set against a
background that represents open sky.
which plays with the idea of the
moth's lost freedom in fife.

?

Stinson's drawings are carefully
with much afamrkm to eV
tafl. The colon are deficate and av
piemeutioui wrn4dended and effec-tiin creating realistic images. The
viewer must sjyet iste Stinson's creative talents, for certainly better look-Bi- g
insects are not to be found else-

.
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Editorial Board
David A. Dean, Editor-in-ChiMeskerem Gebrikidan, Associate Editor
Kate Wolfe, Managing Editor
Graham Rayman, Mary Cox, Assistant Editors
Christopher Shifts, Sports Editor
The Daily Record. Publisher
ef

Production Board
Lisa Fetterman, Layout and Production Director
Pam Rhoads, Copy and Publishing Editor
Lisa Cutler, Assistant Copy Editor
Jane McCotcheon, Assistant Copy Editor
Publications Comrnifti

Deborah Hflty, Chairperson
Dr. Amos Kirwe, Faculty Representative
Dr. Marilyn Waligore, Faculty Representative
Pat Bauerle, Student Representative
Paul Duff, Student Representative
Jon Barclay, Student Representative
David A. Dean, Editor, The Wooster Voice.
Aggie Belt,
The Index.
Brian Marshall,
The Index.
Ken Plusquellec, Dean of Students,
Meskerem Gebrikidan, Associate Editor,
David Bruno, Faculty Advisor. The Index
Audrey Lavin, Faculty Advisor. The Woofer VoW
Ex-Offic-

Co-Edit- or,

Ex-Offic-

io

io

Co-Edit- or,

Ex-Offic-

Ex-Offic-

io

io

Ex-Offic-

io

Journalism Bfrrf
Senior Board
Tad Mason ( Sports, News and Feature )
Becky Pickett ( Sports, News and Feature )
Ted Silverman ( Columnist ).

Junior Board

Letters to tho Editor
ment on the recent teaming decisions
regarding professors Also Copsey and
Michael Allen. I chose to come to
Wooster, not because it was my only
offer, and certainly not because of the
salary scale, but because I believed
mat bow one taught class and related
lb students was of overriding importance in obtaining tenure. Most of
my college and graduate work wo
done at large universities, and I knew

first hand what happens when
"professional development" (read; research and publishing) takes priority
ever teaching. '
Research, like tr.ar.hing, involves a
tremendous amount of time and exhausting mental effort. In order to
write anything worth publishing, it
usually requires months (or years) of
intense thought. What
happens during that time? It takes no
genius to figure it out: restricted office
hours, hastily constructed letters, and,
worst of all, a general attitude that the
students are somehow interfering in
what is really important.
At any professional conference the
casual conversations always revolve
around complaints about teaching
"loads," office hours, and government
support for research. The tacitly accepted professional etiquette at such
meetings forbids anyone from openly
admitting that teaching is a worthwhile professional usmein. Teachers
(of either sex) are, in effect, the housewives of academia, They do the
"dirty" work, raise the kkis, but get no
recognition.
The usual response k the above is
mat research is necessary to impart a
smgle-mind-

Robert Murphy ( Sports, News and Feature )
Pat Schmitz X Sports Columnist, News and Feature )
Chuck Brady ( Sports
Wes Johnston ( Sports )
Graham Rayman ( News and Feature, Columnist )
Mary Cox ( News and Feature )
Sophomore Board

Thomas Stewart ( Newman Columnist )
"Scott Spangler News and Feature)
Abu Hoch ( Editorial Columnist ) -David Neon (.News andFeature) tt
Amy Stratton (Arf Critic and News and Feature )
" Craig Lombard! ( Sports ) -

5okC7Eoniave!noT5rlclungar
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At a junior faculty member assistant professor) I must com-

ed

certain intangible' excitement into

stale and repetitive. From my experience this is eyewash!
Two short points: First, most of
dte research that is carried out is so esoteric and convoluted that it is far beyond the proper scope of of any nor-mundergraduate course. Second, die
relatively few results of current research which are of importance would
be better incorporated into courses by
granting occassional relief time for
profesors to design and redesign courses to include the recent developments.
At best, research confers only tenuous benefits to students and dedicated
teachers. Why is it men so commonly revered as the mark of a scholar?
The answer has two branches: the
first is greed. Research means grants
and grants bring bucks to a campus.
While grants can sometimes mean
trickle-dow- n
benefits for students,
those who do occur are generally indirect and inefficiently distributed. The
second is prestige and pride. The
main beneficiaries are those who "get"
the grant. It is an immense ego trip
for an administrator or professor to
dollar grant
point to a
which he or she obtained. Grants go
to professors for research not for

their primary professional mterastJ
Let the researchers work for universi-- l
ties, for private companies or for the'
government.

al

multi-thousa-nd

teaching.

Some try to argue for bom quality

trN"g and quality icscaidi (the offi-

cial C.O.W position), a lofty, but

goal. The'
frustratingry wirf1
professor who can really do well at
bom is as rare as the professional
football player who plays both offense and defense. For any professor
who is something lets than God, a
choice must be made to be either a
or a "scholar." At aa under-i Wooster, I be
should
be given to
lieve that tenure
--

.

This is not to say Wooster should
return to the "old days" when research
was effectively discouraged. Goodie-search which involves undergraduate;
in the process can still be rewarded
When k is done over and above gooc
teaching, research should be suppdrB
with merit pay andor extra sabbatica
and conference leaves.

-

Most schools advertise their fapu,
ty openings in the appropriate profes
sional journals. It is enlightening
note die sorts of people nut are mot
in demand at "most schools." Typi
caHy, die ad will ask fat a reaseajc
specialty plus the telling phrase:
"proven ability to attract outside fine
mg." Rarely does a college or uni
versity dare tarnish its academic repi
tation by asking for "an enthusiast!
and dedicated teacher who cares aboi
fc

students."

The College of Wooster
course, does indeed have many erithi
siastic faculty who care very mnc
about their students. I know man
who corttmuaQy go beyond duty's
to be teachers, counselers, friends.
temporary mothers and fathers to
students. The sad thing is that
only faculty who can really afford
be that kind of teacher already ha
Whatever the real agenda of tl
Teaching Staff and Tenure Qxnrnir
is, its central message to those of
without tenure is disturbiiiglyJo
and clean "Teach at your own risk! '
Since I will be going befc
m
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Continued
Continued from Page 2

Unbaked Pizza To Go
Ready To Bake

REALITY VS. MYTH

i

What is and what is not?

something potentially good has turned sour and only academia
is to blame.
President Copeland was 'quoted as saying that a
metamorphosis took place in the young minds that were

--

before the seminar, leaders were seen as deceitful, cunning, and

Through

some academic wonder,
unbeknownst to the "real world", a transformation turned

"

Andrew Carnegie's. Cornelius Vanderbilts'. and Flicks'.
America's leadership has .reached the pinnacle of social and

moral perfection and only The College of Wooster could laud
that achievement.
Reading such classics as Tk Mayor of Casttrbridgtrl
Search of Excellence .and other outmoded theoretical hogwash
'
I

U

r
i

,

the selected sixteen should have been
aware of the
method leaders utilize to get maximum reward.
Reading Machiavelli surely didn't produce a room of Mother
"dog-eat-do- g"

Teresa's, now did it?
New revelation! The real world is a jungle! Not some
academic theoretical playground-whermistakes are seea.as
progress. The real world is not some fictions character the
whole town admires, rather it is a boss, or an employee or a
board who monitors your every move. The reality is that the
real world is not nice. In fact its rather ugly. So why does The
College of Wooster "indoctrinate" sixteen Utopian souls into
believing that a leader's hearts is made of gold? Sadly enough
the answer is too cliche.
In teffrmit we theorize, in the real world we practice.
In academia we get a grade depending on whether we pass or
fail, however we still continue, in the real world we're fired if
we lose, promoted if we gain. My excessive pessimism is not
unwarranted.. We experience the hard knocks and pings not in
college but in the real world. By suggesting to students that
leaders somehow have a vested interest in social responsibility
is like telling someone the world is flat. Only upon experience
can that person know the truth.
Social responsibility is dead. Just read the newspapers
e

r

practical side suggests that only a Utopian dreamer could believe
that leadership in America cares about its' social conscious. ..
The 1987 Leadership Symposium Is a farce for.
anyone who possesses the miniumum amount of common sense.
Esoteric platitudes, superficial gestures of philanthropy, .vain
levels of support should be the center of curriculum rather man
theoretical twaddle that only pollutes and manipulates the
sixteen young minds of America.' The college had a Tare
opportunity to demonstrate to the students how reality is the
real worldouttide the confines of academia. The reality is
aobbering. then again, so is the real world. The only benefitters .
of the symposium were the faculty and college officials who
once again put college interests ahead of student learning.
.
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Enclosed is an open letter to Michael Allen which I'd like you to
print in your column for letters to the
editor. I have also sent you the
I received from Michael
yesterday, which I think should probably be printed along with my re-

rMtol AM

262-713-

6

ve)

764 PITTSIURGH AVE. WOOSTER. O.
JOE & JEANNETTE CALAESIA

Michael is being sent a copy of
the letter; in fact, he will probably receive it at the same time you do. I
wrote,a letter which basically intrudes
into campus affairs, but I didn't exactly involve myself- -I was involved
the moment t opened the envelope
from The Wooster Review (reprinted
above), whether or not I wanted to be

Graduate: You Already Kovo
Pro-Approvcd;c-

self-suppor- t.

soul-searchi-

ng

Sincerely,1

Deborah S. Gteefke

''StaffEditon

.

;

on Select '86 and OTPontlacs. Bufcks, Dodge ft Dodge Trucks

Dear Michael
The Wooster Review and quite frankly, I found its tone disappointing.
I'm not sure mat I'm qualified to support any literary" magazine other than
the one where I am currently an editor; dial I "strive to support" any other publication is out of the question.
I could never, in good conscience,
participate in any form of literary
boycott. My hesitation to submit
manuscripts to The Wooster Review
in die past has reflected nothing other
than a desire to avoid what I term
is merely
Incestuous credits"-whi- ch
a sigh of
Which leads me to the issue more
relvant to your purposes(fragment intended). Although I am unaware of
your specific grievences, I do know
that such unprofessional outbursts
can only serve to undermine any future career steps you might take. For
your sake, and for the sakes of the
students whom you undoubtedly influence, don't let temperament stand
in talent's way. . I think that some
would tell you
serious
mat you don't really want to destroy
everything you've built mere unless
of course, the only person you buOt
k for .is Michael ADen.
Thmk about it, okay?

llif

crtCal Wiblo

I just received your message RE

-

fC;:

Etor4Ckief

.

ONIONS

ALSO SERVING

sponse.

and see how much social responsibility still exists. The

!.

i.

mes-sage(abo-

practical realists into Utopian dreamers. Somehow leaders were
seen as philanthropic, beneficent, and even kind. Gone were the

4

-

PEPPERS

SPMtoltAM

.

"Machiavellian."

you-

PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
MUSHROOM
ANCHOVIES

CHEESE

The Editors

selected regarding ' their preconceived notions' about the
"human" "quality off America's leaders. A better description of
that process is "brainwashing." .Copeland suggested that

I

THE PIZZA WITH THE BIG SECRET"
MADE TO ORDER

Dear Editor,
"We regret to inform you that the
Wooster Review as'currently designed has been terminated. Given
the jierformance of the Department of
English at the College of Wooster.
we request mat. should another literary publication begin here, you strive
not to support it. We appreciate your
interest in what was once a fine idea
and an exciting place to work. Thank

Wooster will celebrate the second anniversary of the
Leadership Symposium by hosting some of America's most
noteable leaders in the area of business, industry, and
niiw
The theme of the 1987 Leadership Symposium stressed the
social responsibility leaders have toward the society- - at- - large.
Public trust and moral obligation are seen as virtues that stem
from that honor but the reality is far worse. Once again,

4

.A

cannot sign this, (and so you need feel
no obligation to print it) but perhaps
; k may shed light on how some of us
'
in the "trenches" feel about the situa- tion.
1

ii
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LEADERSHIP and SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
9:30 am
Freed lander
Theatre

Panel

LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

1:

CO-auth-

Julian Bond
National civil rights leader and syndicated columnist Former Georgia State
of
Senator, founder of National Committee for Human Rights,
Coordinating Committee, National Director of the
Student
NAACP, President of the Southern Poverty Law Center, host of the
syndicated television show, American Black Forum, narrator of the
critically acclaimed civil rights documentary, Eyes on the Prize.
co-found-

er

Non-Viole- nt

Jeffrey J. Hallett
Private sector analyst President, TRAC, Inc. Former President and

or

of the Naisbitt Group, former Assistant Director of the National
Center for Productivity and Quality of Working Life, former Director of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Productivity Center, Director of the
Cooperation for Enterprise Development author of Worklife Visions
(Summer 19871.

2:00 pin
Freedlander
Theatre
Panel 2: LEADERSHIP AND EDUCATION

I

McGaw Chapel

Panel 3: PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
Ralph Nader
Founder of Center for Study of Responsive Law, Public Interest Research
Group, Center for Auto Safety. Project for Corporate Responsibility.
A Manual for
Amhnr of I Irreafa at Anv Speed. WorVino on
Th.8 RgPQft
Agencies,
BlOWlnflT
of
WhlStfe
editor
to
Federal
Access
Citizen's
Responsibility.
and
Consumer
The
on
Professional
on the Conference
Big
BOYS.
Accountability,
of
The
Corporate
tha-SvstR-

co-foun- der

I

Ira I. Katznelson
Henry A. and Louise Loeb Professor of Political and Social Science, The
Graduate Faculty, New School for Social Research. Former Chairman
Political Science Department University of Chicago, author of Black Men
Whits Cities. City Tranche- - Urhan Politics and the Patterning Of Class in
the United Stales. Working Cta Formation- mm rnturv panems tn
of Thfl POliTlCS Qf Power,
Western Furopa and the United States.
2nd edition
7:30 pm

mr

co-auth- or

Harry G. Summers, Jr.
Contributing Editor, tl S News and World Repcrt and Syndicated Columnist
for The Los Angeles Times. Member of the Council on Foreign Relations,
formerly held the General Douglas Mac Arthur Chair of Military Research at
the Army War College, author of On Strategy and the Vjf tnam War Almanac,

9:30 am

Marianne E. Alexander
Director of the Publjc Leadership Education Network, Adjunct Professor of
Political Science, Goucher College, Chair of the Governing Board for Historic
St Mary's City, founded Internship Program for Maryland women
legislatures. Director of Washington, DCs Women and Public Policy
Seminar.
Robert H. Atwell
President The American Council on Education. Former President of Pitzer
College in Claremont California , former Vice Chancellor for the University
of Wisconsin at Madison.
Cor; tinged from page 1
.

Freedlander
Theatre
May

1

Panel 4: LEADERSHIP AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Douglas A. Fraeor

Professor of Labor Studies, Wayne State University and the Jerry Wurf
fellow and lecturer at the John F. Kennedy School at Harvard University.
Former International President of UAW.

The first phase of the

Liberal

self-deni- al

disciplines allowed die people, conflict, and responsibility,
students to gain a firm foundation among others.
"Leadership, cannot be
for leadership in a liberal arts
setting.
defined in terms of black and white
The students participating
character traits." states President
in the program are seniors David Copeland. "Instead, it involves a
Alb in. Chris Drake, John Fanselow. proper combination of many inner
John Fernandez, Cynthia Herr. Janet human qualities and various outside
McCracken. Jeff Moore, Josephine environmental factors."
On April 30th the first
Robinson. Emily Tobias and Laura
Van Dale. Juniors include Sam panel participants will include civil
Gerritz, Brian Lamb, Julie Rice, Pat rights leader Julian Bond and private
Schmitz, Kathleen S my the and sector analyst Jeffrey J. Hallet.
Bond, a former Georgia state
sophomore Naila Baig.
Evaluating the program's representative and state senator, was
the
success, Wooster President Henry a founder of
Coordinating
Copeland observes. "At the start of Nonviolent
the program, students represented a Committee
the
and
multi-facete-

d

Student

fair

reflection

of

American

Committee

on

- Appeal, for

Rights. A graduate of Atwell holds degrees from The
Morehouse College. Bond was College of Wooster and the
elected to the Georgia House of University of Minnesota.
Ira Katznelson is the
Representatives in 1965. Currently a
editor of the journal
founding
syndicated weekly columnist, he is
Society and is the
and
also host of the television show Politic
books, including
five
of
author
Black
"American
All: Class,
"Schooling
for
Form."
Hallet, private sector Race, and the Decline of the
analyst and president of TRAC Inc. Democratic Ideal (J 985)' and
oversees TRAC's use of trend "Working Class Formation:
analysis and environmental Nineteenth Ceatary Patterns
scanning in order to obtain la Western Earopc aad North
intelligence on social, political, America (1986). Katznelson holds
Human

US. News A WorU Report, is also a
syndicated columnist for The Los''
Angeles Times. In 1982 Summers was acclaimed for his book entitled

Oa Strategy. His most recent
publication was the "Vict Bam

War Almanac"

one

which was voted

of the outstanding source books

for 1985 by the American
Library Association.

The final panel discussion,

aad'

"Leadership

Accountability," will be directed

-

by Douglas A. Fraser. former UAW
international president; Leonard St
University
economic and technological change. degrees from Columbia
Silk, economics columnist of The 4
Marianne
University.
He is currently writing a book "on and Cambridge
New York Times; and Frank
and
his "Worklife Visions" colunm. Alexander is the
vice chairman of Hill
Mankiewicz.
350
Citizen's
the
of
coordinator
and
"Leadership
Public Affairs
Knowlton
and
Education" will be directed by Committee, a member of the Worldwide and former
president cff
Robert Atwell. president of the Maryland Legislative Compensation
Fraser,
Radio.
Public
National
the
Commission, and chair of
American Council on Education;-Irfellow
Jerry
currently
Wurf
the
and
the
and
Maryland
Katznelson. professor of political conference on
,
.
T
i v
jooa
r.
at
ttjetateay
lecturer
U.S.
uk
the
School
New
of
Ratification
and social science at die
University,
is
an
Harvard
School
at
for Social Research; and Marianne Constitution. She holds degrees
Alexander, adjunct professor of from Pennsylvania State University active officer and member of many4
labor, civic and governmental
political science at Goucher College and the University of Maryland.
Policy. agencies.
and director of the Public Leadership
"Public
The
chaired
by the
will
be
as
Leadership"
Education Network. Atwell served
is open to all College
Symposium
consumer
recognized
vice president of the American nationally
faculty and'
students,
Wooster
of
founder
Nader,
Nader.
Ralph
before
advocate
Education
on
Council
,
the
a
as
well
staff
Wooster..
assuming the office of president. A of the Center for Study of
begins
Registration
community
former president of Pitzer College in Responsive Law and Public Interest
Theatre
30
Freedlander
April
at
a
is
Claremont, California, and former Research Group,
vice chancellor for the University of author whose works include Unsafe ' between 8:30 and 9:00am. Credit:
Wisconsin at Madison, Atwell is At Any Speed. Colonel Harry G. Contributing information was
widely published in the area of Summers. Jr. will also speak. supplied by News Services and Tom
mental health and higher education. Summers, a contributing editor at Ward.
co-foun- der

-

a

. 1

rship

aad

Learning" program centered around society intensely focused on their
core readings in classical and ' private interests, their careers, and
literary prose. Such books not necessarily concerned with the
as
Hardy's
Mayer
of public good. They saw leaders more
Casterbrldge and Peters' and as manipulative Machiavellian types
In Search of of people than as public servants.
Waterman's
"Now, however, after
Excellence enabled the students to
look at both contemporary and experiencing the aquaintanceship
classical forms of leadership and with national leaders, the students
how they interacted with their realize that a certain amount of
respective societies.
and feelings of
Lectures from eleven responsibility for societal interests
members of the Woo iter faculty are involved in being a leader."
explored the historical, economic, President Copeland continues. "They
and sociological, as well as learned to recognize that leadership
philosophical and political, aspects involves many intangible qualities
and
social such as vision, courage, optimism,
of leadership
responsibility. Studies in the ambition and the ability to manage

--Leade-

"Leadership

".

best-selli-

ng

PAGES
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The Ohio State University College of Pharmacy haa

several funded undergraduate research portions

Leonard 3. CSJc

available through its Academic Challenge Program.
This program is designed to give quanT.ad

Economics Columnist Trvq ' Ye TV--"
and Distingtiishad Vising
Professor of Economics, Pace UnJvsrsfy- - Former Economics Editor,
Editorial Page Etttor and Chairman of the Editorial Board for Business Weati
farmer President of the National Assembly on Social Policy and
DevelopinMiL-fo-

SUMMER RESEARCH
POSITIONS

'

I

I
I

r

J

undergraduate students the opportunity to obtain "
research experience in the anticipation that such
students will consider pursuing graduate studies in the
pharmaceutical sciences. Students with a minimum CPA
of 3.0 after at least six quarters of university work ere
encouraged to apply, For further information and
application forms contact

:

Late Night Musings
Graham
svSsZsaka
BeatPostcard
After reading Eiafiilishaca. by
William Least Heat Moon, in about a
I deckled k wtt time to
see the country; the place I called
home. So I got up one morning,
dnmk two cut of strong black coffee,
called an old roaster and roundabout
kayaker named Phil, and a bad bat
Vitnmj ffliwWr named I.D., picked
up some clothes, a ripped up tent,
sleeping bag. two jumbo bags of ruffles, an old instamatic, some BW
film, and $350 duuTd saved up from
and jumped
my job at Tastee-Free- z;
into a car named Bob, that had a rusted out old hole in the floor in front of
fee backset and got a imrtdlmg 27
miles to the gallon on big downhills.
Picked, op die boys, which
wasn't too easy because Phil wanted
to brine his boat and paddles and
stuff; and JD. just had to take his
video cam. m addition, he wanted bis
ten black tortlenecks. two pairs of
mittens, three loaves of stale french
bread, and a half a jar of pickled herring feet. Phil needed the ten different
types of breakfast cereal, and something in a black box he called Mr. Gizmo. Didn't realty feel the need for
most of it. so we hemmed and hawed
about the stuff and generally sat
around until our throats got dry from
all the humming and hawing. Phil
gave in finally, and neatly placed his
kayak back on its throne. Mr. Gizmo
came along though, cuz LD. wouldn't
day-and-a-h-

-

v

4

t
ti

A.

f

alf,

We jumped into the car, revelry
and apprehension skipping around inside of us, and we did some more of
that fun Dickering about where we
was going to go. JD. won out and
we went south, from Maryland. Plus,
Phil wanted to see the trials at the
Daytona 500, which gives you all an
idea Txjut him. Racing was constantly on his mind, until a few years later
wheahecrashed going down a monster hul m a novice b&e race, got a
concussion, and spent two weeks at
and
his mom's place in
spent the whole time bitching about
it all and eating good chicken soup. Chi-Tow-

n;

Dear Editor
I was appalled to hear that thJ
Computer Center Management ts takj
ing two drastic actions. First, opera
So we drove through gentlemanly
tors have been informed me that the
Virginia, and NJC Stopped at die
are not being rehired for next year
Triangle to marvel at all the beautiful
were not given sufficient reason.
r
campuses of UNC. Duke, and Wake,
Second, they told me that the
drank our fill of water, and ate butcenter will not be open 24
tered biscuits and spicy chicken at an
hours a day next year.
cook-ou- t.
e
while JJX camera
Concerning die operators, I per j
rolling, recorded the old spit turning.
aonaUy acknowledged them as al
whole group in my senior indepeoJ
all the folks hanging on the grass, and
mirages on a nearby
the gas-fudent study,project with a special
highway.
thanks to Hashim. Monosij. and John
JX). wearing his black turdeneck.
Paul, who worked an excessive!
One of 'em anyway, and little round ' amount of hours over spring breakl
shifts. Without
Lennon glasses, and black wing tips
including
fig
die help of the operators (whose ser
cut quite the strange,
southerners.
vices I probably overused), I would
ure to those small-tow- n
have never finished my LS.
They badgered him. and so did Phil
The operators are rarely left in
and I cuz we always did, but it was all
so good natured that even J.D. peace and quiet. Often, they are con
fronted with several impatient stuchncklrd a mouthful.
Got some gas at Barney's and dents awaiting at their window for
or to check equipmeni
their print-out- s
drove straight through the Georgia
again
once
and
Frequently
the operaton
Atlanta,
out.
Peach to
in or
drank our fill, this time in a bar,
have to run from printer to printer
p
during the entire shift in or J
while we mused at the "Cowboy Capitalists" and mod buildings and wonder to meet the needs of the frantic
students, The operator b also the fre-- l
dered if we'd ever live in a big city and
diamond-inlayed
yellow
wear a blue
quet scapegoat of the students' anger
and frustration when the printer does
power tie.
Spent three hours looking for a
not work, when all of the Macs are
being used, or when the student is un
campsite, and I got grumbly and sat
quiet and got admonished by the camaware of the mistakes in a paper until
Thesd
he looks at the print-oera kid for "bringing the bad vibes
down" among the group. We tried
problems are rarely die operator's!
camping on a fanner's land, until he
fault and are usually the fault of the!
us
told
way
friendly
and
in
student,
a
came out
who waited until the last
ynfnKj. However, I have been there
to get the hell off hjslurrowsr
many times at odd hours during the!
Finally found a KOA campday and night when students have tak-- j
ground, those RV one with concrete,
six outlets for each little lot, and a en their anger out on the operators.
snack bar which was filled with every The operators have to 1 erated the fran--j
tic students and have remained helpful!
kind of plastic food imaginable. We
talked at length and decided this wasn't to diem. But what do they receive as
their reward? Essentially, they have
the way to see the country. Got a
little despondent. But LD. has fun been fired without sufficient justifies
filming the whole picture, and even tion.
I am distressed and perplexed at
added a narration about the sorry state!
U.S.
to why the computer center will not
of the artificial
Got np the next morning, split fori be open 24 hours next year. We have
computer center, so
the racetrack, got there, had a grand 'ol a
why not allow it to be used to its
time watching the cars go round and
round, then left the Sunshine State for fullest extent? The facuities in die
center are continually used around the
die West and continued to have more
humanly
was
thought
we
fun than
dock.
.
Continued oapageg

600 West 12th Avenue
Coiurnbus. Ohio 43210
(614)292-226- 3

Deadline for receipt of completed eppScsSonb
Monday, May 4, 1G37.
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Joyce Foundation Grants
Assist Seniors at Wdoster
idea of repression in the 60s rhroui
a Freshman Seminar called Tire in
Dave Brandt and Abe Springer are the Streets" with Professor Ken Go
two College of Wooater Seniors who ings. His interest in protest eontSnusd
have received giauts dim year fioaa die as he wrote Us Junior LS, "Students
Joyce Fotmriarioa to aid diem in their for a Democratic Sccaety; From Re
form to Revolution.'
Senior Independent study projects.
'j;
Geology major Abe Springer of
The Foundation, which has granted funds to numerous students for LS. FredericktowB, Ohio, also received a
gave history major Dave Brandt $200 JcyceFbuTMlatkmGraraforlusScn
winch enabled him to travel to North- LS, "Hydrogeolic Evaluation of the
western University over Thanksgiving Groundwater Reaooces of Wooster.
to do research on his LS, The CM- - tOhio."
"
Springer, whose advisor for the
cago Conspiracy: The Repression of
Political and Cultural Dissent m i project was Professor Samuel Root,
'determined and evaluated the areas of
1967s America.
Brandt, from Camp HiS. Permsyl- - recharge for the aquifers of the Woost-vaniworked under Professor James jer area water supply. lie first became
Hodges on his study of repression and interested m hydrogeology thorugh a
protest during one of America's most jlecture given by Dr. Scott Bair of
turbulent periods. Brandt explains, 1 Ohio State University. Springer
started eat m the late fifties and cov- formed his L S. topic from comments
Bair made about problems in Wooted
ered all aspects of (he protest
the Civil Rights
A volatile organic commovement, the Black Power move- pound called TCE was discovered in
ment, and various societal reform the southern field m 19S5 by die
movements,
EPA. Springer studied the area's
Brandt's study focuses on the Chito determine how the water gets
cago Conspiracy Trial, end he in- to the weDs to keep up the water supcludes an enure chapter on the events ply.
While Springer studied the "Cow
surrounding the 1968 Democratic
Convention with Us movements to dynamics,'1 of how the water in the
end the Vietnam War and the nomina- system actually flows, Brian arland
tion of a Peace Candidate. The ConAim Hunter studied other aspects of
vention drew massive demonstrations, the water system. The Joyce Foundaand during a police riot, the demon- tion Grant allowed the three to purstrators were attacked.
chase a computer piogiam that deter- Among those indicted were Abbie mines the elevation levels of the
Gerry Rubin. Tom Hayden, ter surface m the aquifers.
Bobby Scale, who was the leader of
Springer said that he "found that
David
and
party,
areas for die aquifers were
recharge
Panther
the Black
the
Dellinger. a leading pacifist who now in stream channels He adds, "We
lives in Vermont. Although Brandt need to protect these streams to pro
was unable to interview him personal- tect the water supplies to make sure
ly. Dellinger did send Brandt some in- they don't get contaminated as w
discovered in the southern Geld in
formation on sources.
pTOTt
IMS.
jntrytx fa
By Mary Cox
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Wooster Symphony's Final Concert
Jennifer K. Blair
The Wooster Symphony Orches- tra, under the direction of Jeffrey Lind-berwill present its final subscription concert of die season this Satur- day, April 25. at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel. The program entiConcert",
tled "The
will consist of the Overture to
"Marriage of Figaro K492. Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.4 in G Major
and Beethoven's Symphony No.
5 in C minor op. 67. The cost of admission is $4.00 for the general public; students and college personnel
will be admitted free.
The overture to the widely known
opera The Marriage of Figaro" has
enjoyed immense popularity on the
concert stage. A piece of warmth and
charm, it takes three main themes and
cleverly winds mem between the
springs and the winds. The themes are
'repeated again with no development
then brought together to a brilliant

'

All-Beethov-

movement begins with the piano solo
followed by a long passage for the orin
chestra alone. The piano
an improvisatory passage before returning to the original themes. Two
cadm7as are found in the first movement for the soloist: the second closes
to melodic coda in which the soloist
dominates to the end of the movement. The second movement is with
the pianist and the strings in the orchestra. The strings, beginning with
an aggressive forte with the piano responding with quiet but fully harmonized passages. The Finale shows the
lightness of the movement. Beethov- en showed the growing depcndance of
- the pedal of the violas mta the solo
and a carVwa leads mto the
end of me concerto.
The second half of me concert win
be devoted to the symphony No. 5 in
C Minor Op. 67. Composed in
1808, it is one of Beethoven's most
popular symphonies. Easily recognizable is the opening theme in the
first movement among the clarinets
and the strings. The second movement is a theme and variations with
the main theme found in the violas

,

re-ent-ers

en

o-5- 8,

vi-olince-

close ot the overture.
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.4
in G Major has long been considered
one of the undisputed masterpieces in
Classical history. The cadenzas m the
Concerto were composed by Beethov
en who premiered the work in March

-

.r
:

and cellos and the variations move
throughout the orchestra. The third
movement is a scherzo and trio with
the feeling of a lighthearted dance.
The woodwinds kad us into the fourth
and final movement. The rapid pact
of the final movement ends the symphony with a bold and dramatic feeling.
Featured on the program will be
pianist Daniel W. Winter, who will
perform Piano Concerto No. 4 in G
Major by Ludwig Van Beethoven.
Olive Williams Kettering Professor of
Music at the College of Wooster and
Chairperson of the Department of
Music, Mr. Winter will be making '
his eighth appearance with the Symphony, and his third performance of a
Beethoven Concerto with them. He
has previously performed the
Ma-io-r)
Major) and Fifth(E-flConcerti as well as concerti by
Mozart. Schumann, and Rachmanin-

of 1807 in Vienna, Austria. The first

g,

'

llo,

Sec-ond(B-f-

off.

Musk director Jeffrey Lmdberg.
finishing his first season at the helm
of the Symphony Orchestra wiH return next year as director of both the
Orchestra and the poular Jazz

Bob Murphy, FeataHeWriter
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The main event the play circles
around is the romance between Maire,
Jr young Irish woman played by Jeraii- fer Dykstra. and Lieutenant YoDand
(Chris Palestrant) of a British force
1

mapping out the countryside.

Through interaction with the people
n
pt this school, the lieutenant has
and
countryside
the
a liking to
Maire, buUsjhstressedJby his lack: ol
knowledge of the language and the
ruination of the native culture being
tak-ce-

the British forces turn their vengence
upon the people.
The acting was sincere and often
clever, especially by Rusty Hood in
the role of Jimmy Jack; an old,
dreaming peasant. The greatest weak-- J
ness of the cast was their accents,
which tended to get weaker as each
scene went on. "Steve""Snrock, who
played the part of Owen, older brother
of Manus and hired translator for the
British Army, did not even bother
with any sort of an accent throughout
. ,
. die entire play1.
Some in the audience complained of a slow pace and lack of humor, which could only be true if one
had absolutely no interest in the
rmiflirt. or cultural conflict of
any sort. I found the pace certainly appropriate of Irish life, and Friel's humor very biting.
By the end of the play, the characters are having to face the new realities of British rule, the English language, and even migration to America. It brings to the audience the anguish involved in bom our resistance
lb change, and the Ices of heritage. It
also shows the difficulties involved
with blind hatred in the face of individual actions.
Said Freshman Ted Henderson,
who fit into the rola of rebellious
peasant farmer Doalty like a glove: 1
Irish-Briti-

1

,

Last weeks "A n Important
CORRECTION:
"
should .have been : ere ritteif to , f .
Distinction
r
lohn Hondros. Professor of History

ljames Curnow

will

guest conduct the

Scot

Band this Friday.

Scot Band To Play Final Gig
The Scot Symphonic Band, pipers, and dancers will present their final concert of. the year on Sunday,
April 26 at 3
pjn. in McGaw
Chapel Soloist Jeffrey Bacon, a i
ior chemistry major from Rochester.
New York, will perform Ted Hug-- 4
gens' "Air Nostalgique," which is
written in the style of a jazz ballad,
a Jeff has been a member of the Jazz
Ensemble as well as the Symphony
and this ccmprtition allows him
SBand
to display his abilities in the jazz idi- -i
om.
' The ptogiam features music in a
I variety of styles, including the "Folk
'
Song Suite" by Ralph Vaughn Wil-- !
Qams and John Phillip Sousa's
Ttiders ForThe Flag" as well as the
' traditional bagpipe music and High
00
.--

brought about by his men. He vanish- Translations," a play by Brian
es,
certainly at the hand of rebels, and
' lFriel was put on by the College of i
!

f

Nancy Ditmcr. Band Director

like the way it Translations" dealt
with the pain of understanding
change. It shows the agonized process of adapting to a new way of life.
Manus stood as a symbol of Ireland;
quiet rebellion, but misdirected, and
not effective."
Of Dowling's direction of the
play, he said. 1 am an understanding
molecule in the evolution of the universe thanks to Vincent's guidance!
Seriously, he's broadened my vision
of theater and interested me in pursuing acting some more. He made it
easier for me to understand the diver-en- ce
in cultural norms that confront
me everyday."
1 think the play was great."
said Sophomore Luke Quinlan. who
played the role of Captain Lancy, head
of the Army Engineering force.
taught me a lot about acting: acting
was a lot harder than I originally
thought it would be. You have to
create an emotional memory."
All in all. Translations" was
very well done for a student play.
Certainly the direction of Dowling
played no small part in this. All who
saw the play over the four nights of
its performance win certainly miss
Dowling and his taste for drama in the

: I

.

lat

at

Translations" Review

wooster Theatre department for four
nights last weekend. It was the last
play directed by Vincent Dowling this
school year, and was a fitting conchi-- 1
skm to the fine semesters of dramas
he has presented to us.
The setting for die play was a
4
small townland in County Donegal,
Ireland, in 1833. Senior David Walker
e& the cast as Manus, the son of
Teacher Hough ODonnal (played by
Rob Cling an) who is in charge of a
small hedge cchooL It was during this
period that the British Army was go-mg through Ireland, "Anglicizing" the
reen island. Though generally power-less to stop the King's Army, the
Irish people were involved in many
inys with these invaders, both har- jassing and accompanying them. The
play takes place in this school and
around the various pupils enrolled
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Nine Days Of Beating And

HIklag
For mere Information call:
F.W. Crepp, ext. 22ff

land dancing.

for the
Guest ccmpcaer-conductn
James
concert will be the
Curnow. Cumow will conduct three
or

well-know-

"Mutanza."
"Symphonic Triptych," and an arrangement of J.C Heed's march entitled "m Storm And Sunshine."
Cumow has taught in all areas of
instrumental music at both the public
lev-- r
shool and the
els. In 1974, be received the
"Outstanding Educator Of America
Award" and in 1980 die National
Band Association's "Citation Of Excellence." With more than 30
and 200 published works to
his credit. Cumow has conducted
throughout the western world. Other
of his awards include the Volkwein
Award(1977 and 1979). the Ostvald
Award(1980 and 1984). and the 1985
Sixth International Competition For
Original Compostitions For Band.
He has also received annual
A.CJU. awards since 1979 for
significant contributions to the band

of his compositions:

college-universi- ty

com-misio-

literature

ns

of America.

Pipers Win First!
A Victory
--

For The Scots

by Bentley Wall

On Sunday, March 28th. several

of the Wooster Scots bagpipers competed in a quartet competition in the
Cleveland area. Steve Cureton. Dan
Hogenboom. Becky MeHinger, and
Bentley Wall competed in
die event known as the North Coast
1 Quartet Contest. Some of these bagpipers had never before competed ma
Scottish contest. There were three
quartets in the category which these
Wooster bagpipers competed in. After a long bands tour, andLnon- vmetir hrM mwy riant nf
the week prior to the contest, the herd
was rewarded wa.0 W
pipe-maj- or

Scots winning first place in this
event They all received first place
medals and took home fifty dollars in
prize money as well as good times.

Summer at Wooster - 1987
Don't turn that page until you
have perused this ad. Have you ever
seen the College in full bloom? If
not. men have I got news for you.
Not only will you be able to enjoy

ihebeentMWocstaj

.wfflalsoabht.Xnjciwoqdcf-

-

ful faaSttes here at
yon would like any further informa-no- n
feel free to eora Dr. Terry
Director of Summer Session
1987 mKauke 109 or Ext. 2456
thaCoBege-.I- f
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Baseball Takes Four From Straggling Kenyon
by We Johnston
I-

-

The baseball team continued

the reason why many people think ,
why Brakeley and other freshman
pitcher Marco Daniels, will be die
best tandem m the league for years to

on their winning path with a four
game sweep over NCAC opponent .
Kenyan. The Scots an now 22-- 6 '
(Kenyan falls to
, 0 in the
North Coast Athktk Conference- - -kading the pack, and appear ready lo
capture die NCAC crown which just
eluded mem last year?,,
The winning pitcher in the
first game (8-was senior Rob Pis-cetta. Piscetta b now 0 and is on
track to break the season record of 1 1
wins. Piscetta didn't have his best
stuff, but he was able to overpower
Kenyon anyway and record the victo

r

.

-

The third, won by Wooster
L
was pitched by senior Mike
This was an excellent outing
by Hatfield,' evening huvrecord at
and gave warning to the other teams
that he will be tough to handle.
Wooster had to squeek by to win the
Wooster's hitting
final game,
wasn't gc4ng and starting pitcher Dan- -'
iels had a tough time finding the
plate. Rich Danch pitched superb relief to get the win after a late inning
rally . Danch upped his record to K
The hitting was again led by
the "hitting machine" Rkk Sforzo.
Sforzo is batting .429 with 10 home
.

-

8-- 1,

-

The Scot baseball team, which
escaped with four victories against
Kenyon over the weekend, will host
Baldwin Wallace in an annual
encounter April 23 before
traveling to Deleware, Ohio, for a
e
series with defending North
Coast Athletic Conference champion
Ohio Wesleyan.
Wooster, which enters the
week with an overall record of 22-is in first place in the NCAC with an
0 mark. Ohio Wesleyan is in third
but me
place with a record of
Bishops are gaining momentum after
e
sweeping a
series against

Hat-fiek-

2-- 2,

2)

8--

non-confere-nce

four-gam-

3-- 2.

ry- -

The second game (5-was
pitched by freshman Bui Brakeley.
This win raised his record his record
to
Such performances illustrate
2)

6,

2--

4-- 2.

8--

9-- 3.

four-gam-

of 535.

are Cary McConnrJl .40Q, and Gary
Hall .410. Wooster is tuning 343 as
a team and has a slugging percentage

Uhio Wesleyan Preview

8--

2-1-9)

W

runs and 32 RBTs-- all tops for the
team. Sforzo's slugging percentage is
an impressive .857. Joining Sforzo

b7 Newsservices

Denison last weekend. '
As usual, pitching will be a
key factor in the series, and Wooster
appears to have the upper hand. Senior Rob Pisceta, who raised his record .
to 0 while lowering his earned run
average to 2.42, will be joined by
senior Mike Hatfield who enjoyed his
finest outing of the season against
Kenyon as he evened hu record at
Freshman Bfll Brakeley. who is 2.
round '
and Marco Daniels, who is
rotastarting
out me Scots' regular
tion, while sophomore Rich Danch,
who is 1 with a 1.74 earned run av- erage. continues to be Wooster's ace"

.reliever.

Offensively, senior Rick Sforzo continues to lead the way wfch ID
home runs and 32 runs batted in to g
. along wim his .429 batting average,
while freshman Matt Hiestand has
found a home in leftSeld where he is
batting .439 with two home runs and
13 runs batted in. Also, sophomore
third baseman Cary McComcIl and
senior second baseman Brian Sullivan
' continue to swing hot bats. McCon-?
hen is batting .400 with six home
runs and 31 runs batted in. Sullivan
u batting 346 wim 14 runs batted
m.

8--

2-- 2.

4--

,

2-- 0,

2--

Wooster Track Invitational Set For This Weekend
try Newsservices
;
The College of Wooster wfll
host seven men's and women's teams
for the Wooster Track and Field
April 25.
Wooster is coming off a fine
showing at the Akron Invitational
April 18, highlighted by three outstanding individual performances.
Two schoblrecoraswere broken and '
one runner qualified for the NCAA
Division HI Naitonal Championships
Jnvi-tation- al

-

Although Kazmierski was the
only Wooster runner to qualify for nationals, two relays just missed the
cuts The men's 3200-metrelay,
consisting of junior Chuck Brady, '.
senior Dave Dean, senior Gene Toy
and freshman Cad EDefsen, finished
fourth wim a time of
lf
second off the
the
women's
relay, consisting
of junior Unhrer Bukhala, freshman

meet.
Junior Todd Fach set a school
record (9:40.7) and finished first in the
3000-metsteeplechase wim a time
of 9:40 A Junior Linda Stevenson
broke die school record (18:43) while
finishing second in the 5000-metrun with a time of 18:41.7. Also,
junior Stephanie Kazmierski won the
hurdles and qualified for
nationals with a time of 64.4.
at the

.

non-scori-
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Golf Team
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one-ha-

pace-awhi- le

400-met- er

400-met- er

Women's Lax Wins One And Loses One
by
t
1

.

Bob

Murphy

The College of Wooster Lady
Scot lacrosse team broke their streak
of losses and weak games by playing
well at Ohio Wesleyan on Saturday,
April 18. There, they defeated OWU
but later lost to Farlham in an 8-5 decision. Earlier tins week, they
lost another tough game to Wittenberg 10-but their play has picked
up a lot lately and they should be in
good form when play at Oberlin tomorrow afternoon. Their overall
record is now at
and they are third
in NCAC. with a record of
Against Ohio Wesleyan, fresh
man Nancy Heard. Wooster's leading
scorer, started off the goals for die
Scots. As the first half neared the end,
both teams ran some spirited offense,
rsMTMcrWr.Ta Blackadar.
and Uddy Wftiam scored goals in
mat order to put the Scots op 4--3 at
the half.
The second half was coaaptetely

un-answe- red

8-- 3.

7,

1-

-

2-- 1.

2-- 5,

2-- 2.

goals. Three of mem
four
were made by Heard, and the other
was scored by Freshman Megan Lutz.
However, their next game against
Eariham was played after only an
hour's rest, and that hurt the Scots.
Eariham came out playing hard,
and scored die first goal of the game.
Nancy Heard started the scoring off for
Wooster. though, to tie it up. and
Liddy Williams next scored to put
Woo ahead
She subsequently
scored another one, but Eariham man- e
aged to pot in two, nuking the
score 3 in their fsvorv
In the second half. Anne Hanrahan
and Nancy Heard scored for Wooster,
but Sheflagh and Ciree Smith of Earl- ham combined for four more goals to
cam Farlham the 5 victory.
' On Tuesday, April 21. the Scots
nude the long journey to Springfield,
Ohio to play against 'Wittenberg,
'where they again played, highly

:

half-tim-

4--

8--

-

com-petitive- ry.

tat

lost-10-7.:-ThSo-

ots

got into deep trouble early, as they did
not adjust to die Wittenberg game in
the first half and got blown out
In the second half, Wooster improved bom their offense and defense,
and outscored Wittenberg
but this
was not enough to make for a Woost7-- 3.

.

4-- 3,

er victory.
Leading in scoring forme Scots
were Liddy Williams and Anne Hanrahan, who each scored 3. Megan Lutz
acored the other Wooster goal.
Coach Sheila Noonan is much
happier with the teams recent play, despite the toss of the last two games.
"We've been playing better." she says,
"much more as a team." This is definitely manifested in their increased
scoring. - Hopefully, this play wfll
bring out a sound victory over Oberlin
tomorrow.

"

Shelley Joyce and sophomores

tiohIThis

Rhon-

da Belcher and Colleen McCauley. finished third wim a time of 493. In
addition, sophomore Jeff Waugh

.

::

Weekend
.

missed qualifying for nationals m the
pole vault by a few inches.' He placed
second in the event with his personal
best jump of 14-8.

Men's Lax Looks
to End Three
Game Skid
by Craig Lombardi

--

.

.

The Wooster men's lacrosse
team has fallen on some hard times as
of late. They have lost to Kenyon
12-Ohio Wesleyan 25-- 1 and Ohio
State 16-- The problems seemed to
surface again just as in the beginning
of the season, no offensive fire power
early in the game. The latest slump
has thrown their record to a bleak
, (0--2 NCAC).
From me stats sheet it is obvious to see where Wooster is having
problems. First of all. the Fighting
. Scots are being outscored m me first
period 6 and m the mod period,
- 46-1Almost a 3:1 goal ratio in
Not only are they hav-in-t
periods.
those
problems scaring, bat the shots
on goal ratio is also above 50 in fa
vor of their opponents.
On a brighter note, Frank
Windsor is remaimna solid on
'
Continued fas Paget
7.

4.

1--

53-1-

4.

9

;

.byLarlryMize
The College of Wooster's
golf team is finally rounding
j into shape after a strong showing last
i week at the Perm State invitationaL;
Wooster finished 13th m the field
oaiHsisedof uu best Division 1
teams from the ease Perhaps even
; more significantly. Wooster was only
six strokes out of fifth place.
I parting the way for the Scots
for the first time this season was sen-icaptain Tad Mason who fired an
impressive 36 hole total of 152, five
strokes out of the lead. Following
Mason was the always consistent Da-v-is
Houck at 157 and Jamie Ross at
159. Mike Collins rebounded after a
poor start to finish at 161 while Dave
Kflfbyle finished at 166 despite leading uu team wim a 77 m the first
round,'
Coach Bob Nye was pleased
wim the performance. Ibcommected
about the weekend when he sail " We
are closing in on the type of golf we
i

or

wantto,afldarecapabkofplryirig.'
n
Better things win come for us."
was also excited when he said, "
The team is starting to play beSer.
We don't have to rety upon LjaCU- lins and Davis Hoock to carry cs &
the time. When wea3 start to plry.
1.1a-so-
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Letters Continued
We, die Student Government
Association, representing the College
of Wooster student body, would like
to express our concerns with several
new policies of Arsdrmic Computing
Services. It has been brought to our
attention that the Computer Center
hours a
will not be open twenty-foday beginning next fall We feel this
new policy is not in keeping with die
college's committment to an academic
environment. As published in
Wooster's "Computers and The College of Wooster" catalog "87 - "88.
"Access as we have said, is the key.
AH students and faculty have open achours a day. regardcess, twenty-fo(pA
discipline"
or
less of major
We feel the reduced hours are
drastically insufficient m providing
satisfactory services to the college
community, particularly Computer
Science majors and students engaged
m Independent Study projects.
We are also aware that the stu- -.
ic
positions in the
operator
dent
Computer Center are soon to
be terminated in ofder to create six
"new" positions with the same job description. Our concern tt that this
step may not be justifiable due to the
underlying complexities of the issue.
The Student Government As-

.

DonHarward
KenPhsqueDec
Carl Zinuim inau
Members of the Academic
Computing Commitlee
Student Employment Office
The Wooster Voice

PatBanerle

ur

ur

.

Aca-dem-

sociation recommends:
1. The Academic Computer Center be continued to be kept open twenty-f-

hours a day.
2. The interview process for the
six "new" positions be discontinued
until a satisfactory dialogue ensues
between representatives of present
Computer Center operators. Computer Center management, students,
S.G-A- .,
and the faculty.
our

Sincerely,
The Student Government Association

The computer center provides a
place where students can
stay and study even after the library
has closed. Also. I have been there
so many times both on weeknighu
and weekends when the computer center is just as full at 3 ajn. as it is
during the day. Due to the number of
students that use the facilities, the
number of papers that the avenge
Wooster student is expected to write,
and the required inuepeudem study the-sis, it is impossible for all of the students in need of the computer facilities to use them even between 8 am.
and lam. If the center noun are restricted. I predict that the quality of
papers and indr rndrnt studies will
dmriT I also predict that the number of students that participate in daytime activities such as sports, band,
and chourus will decrease especially
well-light- ed

during LS.

I even recall the registrar's office

using the computer facilities during
late evening hours over spring break
while some snirients were just arriving
and had to wait in line to type in thier
LS.'s. If the center's hours had been
restricted, the seniors surely would
have been there before the workers
from the Registrar's office.
Furthermore, there are a number
of stndt? on campus that nap during
the day and type at night or eke hardly
sleep at all in order to use the vacant
computer facilities. It the present operators are obviously willing to work
the weird hours and do an excellent
job too, why not keep them in order

Men's Lacrosse

to maintain and improve the quality of
academics at The College of Wooster?

cc President Henry Copeland

Dear Editor
On Tuesday, we all received a
letter from the Deans' Office concerning housing at the end of the year and
during the summer. I was dismayed
to learn this since I will remain on
campus part of the summer. The
rooms m this dorm are not the greatest, but the cause of dismay for me
was the kitchen rather than the rooms
mKenarden. The kitchen is woefully
ipaAMpato for students who stay here
during break and wish to prepare
meals. I proceeded to see Betty
Rea about this concern. She told me
that students were to be boosed in
"because aS other dorms are beThis indicates to me that
used."
ing
students are last on the list of priorities to the uses of dorms in the summer. We, the students, who provide
the College for its reason to exist,
should be treated better than this. Betty Rea also stated that she had asked
that the kitchen in Kenarden be repaired. However, the problem with
that kitchen is not just the it is in
poor repair, but also the it is very
small, completely inadequate to serve
the needs of a large number of students. If the administration is to
show appropriate regard for the students, it should reverse this decision
and house us m a better dorm.

Corrthrned from Page 7
with a team (AndNCAC leader) 31
goals and 10 assists. lie is presently
averaging 4.1 points per game ( goals
assists point value). Konrad
Gcssnsr is soU the leading assist man
with 17 assists. Mike Breen and Tim
Abrams are the second leading goal
scorers on the team with 9 goals
apiece. These two seem to be the
onh other offensive threat on the

Yesterday the Scots traveled to
Rochester. N.Y. to play the University of Rochester under the lights. The
score was unknown at the time of
printing.
On a side note,
tions to Chris Gallagher in scoring
his first career lacrosse goal in the
loss to Ohio State 16-- last Saturday.
4

squad.

then-ow- n

Ke-nard-

.

en

moves
Tb near coovEctest tocaflnn at

416

ST

TY

toaaew

CQBwent sxatioa so sow laajw Mgo
Greyhound, ifs nea easier.
jm nosy nr cobkxck ere ana scnea- -

fCQSXEEt EOS STATION

416 E. LIBERTY ST.
262-03- 41

And leave me driving to as.

pieces of baggage may be
checked (voider the bus) for FREE.
Up to 3 additional bags can also
GO GREYHOUND on the same bus vith
the passenger at a flat rate per

Wolfgang Hoeschele

Team
Golf
ContSrmeaTromPage

E.-KEES-

Oreytoiaxiiicafeave

2

7

it takes the pressure off them, then
they play better."
This weekend the team travels
to Allegheny to play in their invitational. Some more good performances like the one at Perm State should
put the team in Nationals.

bag.

FARE-O-NE

$35

WAY

or less

RATE PER

5
over $75

$

$35.01-$7-

.

PIECE

5.00

$10.00
$15.00

ATTENTION SENIORS!!
To: Graduating (and almost graduating) Students

To: Graduating (and almost graduating ) Students

From: Student Alumni Association

From: Senior Week Committee, Senior Challenge Week and SAA

What: Senior Induction Dinner

What: Senior Celebration

.

Happy Hour(s)

When: May 8, 1987

When: After Senior Photo

Where: Lovvry Ballroom

Where: Holden quad (weather permitting ) otherwise Ichabods

Time:

5:00-6:0- 0

p.m.

Agenda: Election of class president and secretary
Write yourself a postcard for your five year
reunion

Entertainment

Class photo to be taken afterwards on Lowry Patio.
Remember to fill out your forms

Time: Approximately at 7:00 p.m.
Agenda: Free beverages
. Good Time

Remind
i

Go out with a bang

llllllll
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- --
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